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Abstract 

Now-a -Days e-commerce has enabled increased online transactions, and hence growing serious credit card frauds. This 

malicious activities are affecting millions of people' identity theft and loss of money.  The fraudsters are continuously 

adopting new ways to perform illegal activities. This paper gives a detailed analogy of different supervised and 

unsupervised machine learning techniques for detecting fraudulent activities. The new schemes Cat Boost and Light 

Gradient Boosting Machine (LGBM) are proposed for fraud discovery. The performance of these methods is compared 

with approaches of Auto Encoder (AE), Logistic Regression and K-Means clustering and Neural Network (NN)  and 

found that Cat Boost and LGBM are giving high accuracy in fraud detection. 

Keywords:  CatBoost, Light Gradient Boosting Machine, Auto Encoder, Logistic Regression, Neural Network (NN) 

and K-Means clustering 

 

1. Introduction 

Unauthorized usage of funds in any transaction through credit card represents a Credit card fraud [1]. With digital 

transactions these credit card frauds increased rapidly especially during pandemic. The credit card frauds are of two 

categories:    the first category is  card-not-present fraud, where customer's  card number along with its expiration date 

including card verification code (CVC) are comprised without presenting the card physically to the vendor, especially it 

happens through online transactions and  the second one is card-present fraud, where the card information is stolen 

during its physical transactions through point of sale system [2]. Now, with chip based cards the card-present fraud can 

be combated.  As per the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) Annual Report 4,59,297 credit card frauds were reported 

in 2020.  The instances of identity theft become the most common credit card fraud and is increased by 44.6% in 2020 

compared to 2019 statistics [3]. From this it is evident that robust  fraud detection methods are needed to avoid 

monitory losses. The credit frauds can happen in various forms, such as:   Non- Mail receipt related card Fraud, 

Account Take Over, Electronically or Manually prepared credit card Imprints, Counterfeit-Card Fraud,  Synthetic Theft, 

ID document Forgery, Formjacking redirection, Intercepting from mailed , Application Fraud, Merchant Collusion, 

Fraudulent credit applications, Location Spoofing, Phone number spoofing, Copying a Buyers behaviour, Lost and 
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Stolen card fraud, False Merchant Sites, and credit card theft [4]. The classification algorithms play a major role in 

predicting the target class.  

 

1.1 Background of the proposed work:: 

Machine Learning: It is best suited for Fraud detection as it provides quick prediction results. With large datasets the 

performance of the Machine Learning algorithms improve and decision making becomes accurate as it can learn from 

the past and predict from the future transactions[5].  

Classifiers: Fraud detection models can be built with both Unsupervised Machine Learning and Supervised Machine 

Learning  methods. The supervised ML algorithms mainly focus on classifying the transactions as fraud or not, whereas 

the unsupervised algorithms identify type of anomalies. Similarly, neural networks are also applicable for fraud 

detection, but their performance will depend on training data, that is equal amount of normal and abnormal data points 

[6]. 

Classifier Models:  In this paper Cat Boost and Light Gradient Boosting Machine are used for credit card fraud 

detection. 

1.2 Gradient Boosting:  

An ensemble learning represents a group of techniques, which unite the predictions obtained  from multiple 

number of weak learning models to achieve the finest predictive performance  value. The ensemble learning 

techniques are categories as: 

Bagging: This technique results in multiple parallel models using randomly chosen subsets and  then aggregates the 

prediction value from all these predictors deterministically. 

Boosting: This technique is an adaptive technique applied iteratively in sequential manner and, where each predictor  

fixes its predecessor model's error value. 

Stacking: This technique is a meta-learning one, which combines predictors from multiple machine learning 

techniques, such as bagging and boosting. 

Gradient boosting algorithms can work as a Regressor or a Classifier. This technique focuses on training the model 

based upon reducing the differential loss function using gradient descent optimization. There will be equal distribution 

of weights to all the learning models. A gradient boosting represents a series of decision trees, forming stage wise 

additive model.  it reduces bias error of the model.  

1.3 CatBoost:  This belongs to a gradient boosting algorithm applied on decision tree. It is used in many applications 

such as search, personal assistant, recommendation systems, self-driving cars, and weather prediction. This algorithm 

works without parameter tuning, it  gives good results with default parameters. It is best suited for categorical data. No 

need to  convert categorical data into numerical values, as it can be applied directly on non-numerical data. The 

gradient boosting improves accuracy and reduces overfitting problem [7]. 

Symmetric Trees: The CatBoost algorithm constructs number of symmetric trees also  known as balanced trees. In 

each and every step, the split is done at every leaf is based on  the same condition. The feature split is done in such way 

that it will lead to lowest loss and  same criteria is applicable to all levels of the nodes. With such balanced tree 

organization, it is possible to reduce prediction time, enhancement of CPU's efficiency, and also it controls overfitting 

problem  as this structure works as a regularization process [8]. 

Ordered Boosting:  Due to prediction shift the regular boosting algorithms may lead to  overfitting issue on small and 

noisy datasets. Sometimes the gradient estimate calculation may consider the same data instances based on which the 

model was built, therefore the model can not experience the training based on remaining data. But, the CatBoost 
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algorithm applies permutation based approach on every subset of data for training and on the other hand computes the 

residuals on different data subsets, which prevents the target leakage and overfitting problems [8]. 

Native feature support: In other classification models the non-numerical features need to be converted into numerical 

before applying classification, whereas the CatBoost algorithm supports numeric and categorical features therefore it  

avoids  conversion time and effort  required for such preprocessing [8].   

1.4 Light Gradient Boosting Machine(LGBM): It is also a kind of gradient boosting method  based on decision 

tree and is used to increase the efficiency of  a given classification model and works with reduced memory usage. It is 

used in many Machine Learning application  tasks such as ranking, classification, etc. It is based on two innovative 

techniques. The first one is called as Gradient based One Side Sampling (GOSS) and Second one is known as Exclusive 

Feature Bundling (EFB), developed to address the drawbacks of the histogram approach used in GBDT Gradient 

Boosting Decision Tree (GDBT) models. The characteristics of LGBM model are achieved by  methodologies of EFB 

and GOSS [9]. 

2. Objectives 

The objectives of this paper are as follows: 

i). To implement Cat Boost and LGBM algorithm based fraud detection schemes for fraud detection in credit card data.   

ii). To compare the performance of proposed algorithms with the existing schemes like Auto Encoder, Neural 

Networks, Logistic Regression and K-means clustering on a credit card dataset.   

This paper compares various supervised, unsupervised methods and neural networks to explore most accurate prediction 

algorithm to determine fraudulent credit card fraud  transaction. 

3. Methods 

In the existing system, classification models are built based on Auto Encoder (AE), Synthetic Minority Over Sampling 

(SMOTE) and Logistic Regression to estimate fraudulent and non-fraudulent transactions. As these techniques give low 

precision, recall scores and also lack the robustness because of higher computational time and not suitable for 

imbalanced data. Thus Credit Card based fraud detection scheme need some powerful Machine Learning techniques to 

prevent fraudulent transactions [10].  

Proposed System: 

The block diagram of Credit card Fraud detection System using Gradient Boosting Techniques is as shown in Fig.1 

Implementation of CatBoost algorithm is as follows: . 
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Implementation of LightGBM algorithm is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Credit card Fraud detection System using Gradient Boosting Techniques 

 

 

Algorithm2: 

Input: A Credit card dataset with 30,000 instances is taken from UCI ML Repository. The parameters: No. of 

iterations, loss function , Weak learner and  sampling ratio are chosen. 

The LightGBM model is optimized with the following steps: 

Step 1: The number of estimators or boosted trees will influence the performance of the LGBM. Models with 

varying numbers of trees are constructed and evaluated to decide the optimal number of nopt. 

Step 2: In low and medium datasets the occurrence of overfitting is the most common problem. Therefore, the 

maximum depth Dmax  of trees should be limited.   

Step 3: Set the number of tree leaves, Nleaves=2Dmax to get the same number of leaves for depth-wise trees. 

Appropriate value of this parameter is used to moderate the complexity level of the LGBM tree. If depth is 

unconstrained , it can induce overfitting, therefore the Nleaves  should be smaller than2Dmax. 

Step 4: Build multiple number of LGBM models with varying Dmax, and Nleaves parameters using 10-fold cross 

validation. 

Step 5: Validate the model using dynamic Credit Transaction input and predict whether it is Fraudulent or 

legitimate transaction. 

Step 6: The performance of this model is evaluated using precision, recall and accuracy parameters. 
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4. Results 

To verify the effectiveness of CatBoost and LGBM models for predicting the fraudulent credit card transactions they 

are compared with supervised, unsupervised techniques such as Logistic Regression, Auto Encoder and K-Means 

Clustering Models and neural networks respectively. The Accuracy, Precision and Recall obtained by these methods are 

shown in Fig. 2. The CatBoost Model is efficient in terms of accuracy and LGBM is efficient when large datasets are  is 

used [12]. 

.  

Fig. 2 Comparison of Machine learning Techniques applied on credit card data set 

 

5. Discussion 

The effective Machine Learning models - CatBoost and LGBM are used to determine whether the given credit card 

transaction is fraudulent or legitimate. LGBM outperforms Logistic Regression, Neural Networks, Auto Encoders, K-

Means Clustering, Cat Boost, and LGBM with a 97% accuracy score. The accuracy of neural network-based technique 

has a 96% accuracy, while Logistic Regression, Auto Encoder, K-Means clustering, Cat Boost, and LGBM have 

accuracies of 77%, 96%, 93%, 98%, and 99% respectively. In future a hybrid model can be built to achieve the better 

performance.  
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